Abstract. The study of text informality can provide us with valuable information for different NLP tasks. In the particular case of social media texts, their special characteristics like the presence of emoticons, slang or colloquial words can be used for obtaining additional information about their informality level. This paper demonstrates that the discovery of informality levels in Web 2.0 texts can be improved by incorporating formality and informality scores. The classification method based on our proposal reaches a 78% F1 using unsupervised machine learning techniques.
Introduction
As the Web increases its importance and popularity new studies appear about the Internetspecific language. With the evolution of Web 2.0, we can differentiate a new variety of text types like blog posts, tweets or chat conversations. The absence of subordinate constructions, presence of slang, netspeak, chat-style abbreviations, emoticons and colloquial expressions are just some characteristics of their language [Squires 2010 ].
The informal nature of these new text types and their characteristics represents a challenge for the existing Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications. The first step to approach this challenge is being able to objectively quantify their informality level. This would yield valuable information for NLP tasks such as sentiment analysis, information extraction or machine reading.
For this reason, in this paper we are going to propose a new method for improving the task of discovering informality levels in Web 2.0 texts based on formality and informality scores. To do this, we also propose a new metric based on text characteristics, the I-Measure, used along this study with unsupervised machine learning techniques. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we review the state of the art. Section 3 introduces the used metrics and describes our methodology. In Section 4, the experimental results of our method are analized. Finally, our main conclusions and future works are drawn in Section 5.
Related Work
The use of formality scores usually involves formulae based on text features. One of the more remarkable scores is the F-Measure [Heylighen and Dewaele 1999] , that linguistically differentiates between two word groups, deictic and non deictic. The first group, pronouns, verbs, adverbs and interjections, increment their frequency on informal texts, otherwise the second group, nouns, adjectives and prepositions lower their frequency on informal texts. This score based on relationship between part-of-speech (POS) tags was used for characterizing the sentence-level formality of texts from Web sources and its distribution across different Internet text types [Lahiri et al. 2011] .
In this study we propose a method for discovering informality levels having in mind the special characteristics of Web 2.0 texts. In order to extend the information obtained with the existing formality score, an informality measure will be developed and used with unsupervised machine learning techniques.
Measuring Informality
With the main objective of obtaining informality levels in social media texts, we hypothesise that those levels can be inferred by grouping texts taking into account their informality score. Hereby a score-based approach have been used in this work using the Expectation Maximization (EM) [Dempster et al. 1977] unsupervised machine learning algorithm.
Text Characteristics
A set of 22 characteristics was defined in order to obtain information about the formality and informality levels. Simplicity was the main criteria for our characteristic election, to minimize the possible errors introduced by NLP tools.
The part-of-speech tagger TreeTagger [Schmid 1994 ] was used for obtain all POS characteristics like the frequency of verbs, adverbs, prepositions, interjections, adjectives or nouns. We also include characteristics relative to sentence and word length like the average word and sentence length, using the POS information to determine the end of sentences.
We relied on regular expressions and heuristic rules for the English language in order to discover emoticons and wrong-typed words. A spell checker proved impractical besides computationally expensive. For this reason we used a small set of heuristic rules to detect common case typos e.g "After the end of any sentence the next word must start with upper-case".
Additionally, we detected unknown, slang, informal and offensive words by checking the presence of the lemma or the complete word in on-line dictionaries and parsing the obtained query results. 
Formality/Informality Measures
The formality measure F-Measure was defined by Heylighen as follows: Using a formality score based on POS tags can give us information about text informality, but in order to obtain a specific metric adapted to the Web 2.0 texts we have to rely on its informal nature rather than grammatical information only. The characterization of special Web 2.0 text characteristics like non-standard abbreviations, colloquial expressions or presence of slang words give us additional information for discovering informality levels.
The most relevant features for our informality score were explored by a statistical method of factor analysis [Rummel 1970 ]. The varimax rotation criterium, that searches the rotated loadings that maximize the variance of the squared loadings for each factor, is one of the common mathematical procedures for accomplish factor analysis and was used to obtain the rotated matrix of factor loadings.
In a two-factor model with all loadings less than 0.4 suppressed for being considered not relevant, the frequency of wrong-typed words and the frequency of interjections obtained the higher loadings in factor 1 and 2 respectively.
As factors can not be measured directly a variable reduction technique, Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [Jolliffe 2002 ] was used. Using this technique we reduce the number of observed variables to a smaller number of uncorrelated principal components which represent most of the variance of the observed variables.
After obtaining three non-correlated variables with PCA analysis we define the I-Measure score as follows:
I-Measure = (Wrong-typed Words freq. + Interjections freq. + Emoticon freq. ) * 100
Classification Algorithm
A two-cluster classification is used to identify less informal and more informal texts. In our proposal, the Expectation-Maximization (EM) clustering algorithm was used in one and two dimensions with the I-Measure and the F-Measure as unique features.
Evaluation and Results
The usual measures for performance evaluation in text classification algorithms are precision and recall. But in text clustering, the evaluation measurements cannot be taken directly, as we are mapping classes to clusters and each obtained cluster will have their own values. For this reason, the weighted average of the precision and recall of each cluster [Andritsos et al. 2003 ] was computed with the F1 score as:
Where G is the number of texts assigned to the current class, T is the total number of texts and k is the number of clusters mapped to informality levels.
Corpus Characteristics
All our tests have been done with a subset of the Fundacion Barcelona Media corpus [Fundacion Barcelona Media 2009 ] that includes texts from the following Web 2.0 sources: Slashdot, a technology-related news website; Ciao, an online-shopping and product review portal; Kongregate, an on-line gaming and chat website; Twitter, a social networking and microblogging service; MySpace, a social networking website; Digg, a news voting and review website; and Engadget, and electronic products review portal. For evaluating the results, two volunteers have annotated the corpus texts by hand in two categories: "neutral" or "informal" regarding their informality level. To avoid the possibility that the classification may occur just by chance we used the Cohen's Kappa value [Cohen 1960 ], defined as K = P r(a)−P r(e) 1−P r(e) (Where Pr(a) is the relative observed agreement among the evaluators and Pr(e) is the probability of agreement by chance) obtaining a 0.815 K that can be considered a good value.
Baseline
In our previous studies [Mosquera and Moreda 2011] a binary classification was developed. Using the K-Means clustering algorithm [Hartigan and Wong 1979] 
Results
For evaluating with the same test environment that in our baseline, we split the corpus in two regarding their size, small with 350 texts and big with 700 texts. With the small corpus, the clustering of the I-Measure and F-Measure features with the EM algorithm scored the best F1 (74%), enhancing the results obtained in our baseline by a 8.82%, (see Table 1 ).
Using the big corpus the results showed a 10% improvement respect our baseline (78% F1) using the F-Measure and the I-Measure in a two-dimensional cluster (see Table  1 ), concluding that the use of more text instances helps the clustering process to describe the model with more accuracy.
Conclusions and Future Works
In this study, we proposed a method for discovering two levels of informality in Web 2.0 texts. In order to achieve this, an informality metric based on different text characteristics was developed and used in combination with another formality measure. In addition, we have experimented with a number of different classification algorithms, obtaining a 78% F1 using the EM unsupervised machine learning algorithm. Although the presented two-level classification shows the need of more clusters for a better understanding of the social media text types, the proposed combination of scores provides a valuable source of information about the text informality, being our method scalable in more text features and informality levels.
The future directions for expanding this work include more informality levels, the exploration of another classification algorithms and the addition of more text features.
